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In the form of a richly illustrated compendium, 
Tape Leaders is an indispensable reference 
guide for anyone interested in electronic sound 
and its origins in Great Britain. For the first 
time a book sets out information on practically 
everyone active with experimental electronics 
and tape recording across the country, to  
reveal the untold stories and hidden history  
of early British electronic music.

With an individual entry for each composer, 
starting with Daevid Allen and going through 
to Peter Zinovieff, it covers everyone from the 
famous names of William Burroughs, Brian  
Eno and Joe Meek, to the ultra-obscure Roy 
Cooper, Donald Henshilwood and Edgar  
Vetter. There are sections for EMS and the 
BBC Radiophonic Workshop, as well as  
amateurs, groups and ensembles that  
experimented with electronics, including the 
Beatles, Hawkwind and White Noise.

Author Ian Helliwell draws on his experience 
and research into electronic music, and after 
six years and dozens of interviews, has 
amassed information never before brought 
to light in this fascinating subject. With a 
specially compiled 15 track CD of mainly 
unreleased early British tape and synthesizer 
works, this is an essential volume for anyone 
with an interest in the history of electronic  
music during the 1950s and 60s.
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synthesizer seen in Australia, and remained for six years as a senior 
lecturer in electro-acoustic composition and music technology. Back 
in Britain he has forged a hugely successful career as a composer for 
TV, dance, theatre and radio, and with over 300 scores to his credit, 
some of his large scale works have been performed by leading British 
orchestras. While continuing to write music, he remains Professor of 
Composition at the RCM.

Hugh Davies (1943-2005)
Born: Exmouth, Devon
Earliest Electronic Work: Essay (1962)
Commitment Factor: 8 
Obscurity Quotient: 4
EM recording availability: Limited

In January 1961 Davies attended a presentation of electronic music 
given by Daphne Oram, at the Mermaid Theatre in London, and his first 
tape work as a composer came the following year, when Oram invited 
him and a friend for a weekend stay at her Tower Folly studio. He then 
inherited from her an unwanted commission to compile a discography 
of electronic music for a journal related to the National Sound Archive, 
marking the beginning of the research strand of his career. Following 
music study at Oxford University from 1961-64, the 21 year old Davies 
was taken on by Karlheinz Stockhausen as composing assistant, and 
a member of his live performance group. Davies stayed in Cologne 
during 1964-66, and was featured on the recording of Stockhausen's 
Microphonie 1 released on LP by CBS.

On returning to Britain he began teaching evening classes in electronic 
music towards the end of 1967, and the Goldsmiths College Electronic 
Music Studio (originally named the Electronic Music Workshop), was 
established by the beginning of 68. He remained the director until 1986, 
and was a research consultant until 1991, also holding a position as a 
visiting lecturer and part-time Researcher in Sonic Art, at the Centre 
for Electronic Arts, Middlesex University. In 1967 he had begun to 
establish his own small tape studio, augmenting his limited range of 
sound generators with everyday items, such as springs, combs and 
broken light bulbs.
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Delia Derbyshire (1937-2001)
Born: Coventry
Earliest Electronic Work: Time On Our Hands (1962) 
Commitment Factor: 7
Obscurity Quotient: 2
EM recording availability: Excellent

Coming from a working class background, Derbyshire was unusual in 
being accepted to study at both Oxford and Cambridge. She opted 
for a mathematics scholarship at Girton College, Cambridge, but 
switched after a year to include music, graduating with an MA in 1959. 
She also had a qualification in piano, and secured a position with the 
UN in Geneva, teaching piano to the children of diplomats, and working 
for the International Telecommunications Union. Back in Britain she 
applied to the BBC and was taken on as a trainee studio manager 
in 1960, working on the programme Record Review. Hankering 
after a post at the Radiophonic Workshop, where three month 
attachments tended to be the rule at the time, Derbyshire commented 
that, "the workshop was purely a service department for drama. The 
BBC made it quite clear that they didn't employ composers and we 
weren't supposed to be doing music." Nevertheless, her attachment 
in 1962 became permanent, and she was one of the key Workshop 
personnel during the 60s. 

Her earliest radiophonic tape work completed towards the end 
of 1962, was for a BBC TV programme Time On Our Hands, a 
docu-fiction pondering the state of Britain 25 years into the future, 
broadcast in March 1963. That same year, with the assistance of Dick 
Mills, she arranged and recorded the Ron Grainer penned Doctor 
Who theme tune. Despite receiving no royalty or on screen credit, it 
was her crowning achievement, recognised throughout the world as 
a classic of electronic music. She created a number of other notable 
pieces for the BBC, though her career is marked by outside work 
and collaboration, particularly with fellow radiophonic composer 
Brian Hodgson. They operated together in Unit Delta Plus, White 
Noise and briefly in Electrophon, as well as for music publishers KPM 
and the Standard Music Library. Derbyshire attended the Dartington 
summer school in 1962, and alongside FC Judd, she was one of 

Music In School was a series made by the BBC, broadcast in 
1969. Part 4 – A New Sound was introduced by Peter Fletcher 
and featured Brian Dennis and Roy Cooper in the studio, 
giving explanations of their work with school children. Dennis 
was head of music at Shoreditch School at that time, and led 
a performance of a composition created by his students. It 
was based on the theme of heat, and built around a sustained 
organ cluster with a variety of percussion sounds. Cooper 
demonstrated a tape loop, multivibrator circuit and a large sheet 
of steel with contact mics, and was filmed at Adwick School 
in a music lesson with pupils. The BBC cameras also visited 
Ivydale Primary School where the infants were shown with their 
teacher, incorporating tape recorders into their music making.

Delia Derbyshire and keyboard operated oscillators
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Ron Geesin (1943)
Born: Stevenston, Ayrshire
Earliest Electronic Work: Doctored (1965)
Commitment Factor: 6
Obscurity Quotient: 3
EM recording availability: Good

Learning mouth organ and banjo as a lad, Geesin also took up piano 
and in 1961 he joined the dixieland jazz band, The Original Downtown 
Syncopators, after seeing them at a gig in Glasgow. He was pianist 
with the group for the next four years, leaving to move down south, first 
to Crawley, then to Notting Hill in North London. Buying an open reel 
recorder, he started experimenting with tape music and began to make 
a name for himself as a composer. A number of commissions came 
his way during the mid-60s, including commercials for Trebor Mints, 
Phensic and Nescafe. 

Releasing his first solo album A Raise of Eyebrows in 1967, he also 
began working on short film soundtracks with upcoming British 
director Stephen Weeks, and neighbour Stephen Dwoskin. He scored 
Chinese Checkers and Alone for Dwoskin in 1964, and subsequently 
created several pieces for broadcast on John Peel's Top Gear radio 
show. In 1968 he moved to Ladbroke Grove, a bohemian area of 
London where he encountered various artists, musicians and 
filmmakers. Pink Floyd asked him to work on their 1970 album Atom 
Heart Mother, and he wrote and arranged the orchestral parts and 
co-wrote the title track. He also collaborated with the Floyd's Roger 
Waters on the soundtrack to The Body, a brilliant documentary film 
about human bodies and behaviour, for which Geesin recorded a wide 
variety of bio-musical sounds.

The John Schlesinger movie Sunday Bloody Sunday (1971), provided 
a decent pay packet and a breakthrough into feature film scoring, 
and he worked again with Stephen Weeks in 1974 for the sinister 
film Ghost Story. In 1972 he created electronic and tape manipulated 
tracks for the LP Electrosound, released on the library music label 
KPM, and set up his own imprint, Ron Geesin Records, to release 
his solo album As He Stands. The BBC educational series, The Do It 

Ron Geesin at the Synthi A



Alan Sutcliffe (1930-2014)
Born: Todmorden, West Yorkshire
Earliest Electronic Work: Icarus (c.1959)
Commitment Factor: 5
Obscurity Quotient: 6
EM recording availability: Poor

Early musical experience for Sutcliffe came via lessons on the French 
horn, and after attending Bristol University from 1949-51, he was called 
up for National Service. Following his spell in the military, he worked for 
the Metal Box company until 1960, and that year visited Darmstadt, 
Germany for the renowned modern music courses. His interest in 
electronic sound had prompted a visit to Daphne Oram’s Tower Folly 
studio in Kent a year earlier, where he participated in a weekend tape 
workshop with 4 other students. Their goal was to create a piece based 
on the Greek legend of Icarus, using 3 variable speed tape recorders, 
tape loops, and tone generators. After the workshop, Sutcliffe wrote 
an article for Tape Recording magazine in May 1960, detailing his first 
exposure to electronic composition, and subsequently equipped himself 
with 3 interlinked Brenell tape recorders to continue his experiments. 
He went on to contribute to Tape Recording in 1963, where in 2 parts 
he described his soundtrack made for a stage production of Macbeth 
by the Leeds Arts Centre. In the first instalment he explained the 
making of various effects using French horn mouthpiece and rubber 
tubing, treble recorder and banjo; and the next month followed up by 
describing his manipulation of piano strings for musique concrete style 
accompaniment, for the main characters in the play.

During 1963 he secured a job with English Electric in Staffordshire, 
and around this time became intimately involved with Delia 
Derbyshire. They remained friends after their affair finished, and 
she introduced him to Peter Zinovieff during 1966. Over the years 
Sutcliffe’s connection to computing had been increasing, and with 
International Computers Limited he became head of a new systems 
development department based in Bracknell, Berkshire. ICL had its 
headquarters close to Deodar Road in Putney, and on his visits there 
he was able to nip across to Zinovieff’s EMS studio and discuss 
their shared interest in computer music. In 1967 Sutcliffe wrote a 

program on the mainframe at ICL, and with output to punched paper 
tape, it was run on the PDP8 computer in Zinovieff’s studio. The 
collaboration resulted in the composition ZASP – the title an anagram 
of their initials – which won a prize in a computing competition at 
the International Federation for Information Processing Congress 
in Edinburgh. During the event Sutcliffe instigated the formation of 
the influential Computer Arts Society, alongside George Mallen and 
John Lansdown, in order to exchange knowledge, promote creativity 
and bring together people working across different computing fields. 

Sutcliffe and Zinovieff contributed to the Cybernetic Serendipity 
exhibition at the ICA in 1968, and their collaborative piece March 
Probabilistic was played at the Queen Elizabeth Hall that same 
year. A major concert of British electronic music in February 1969, 
again at London’s QEH, included Sutcliffe’s multi-media piece 
Spasmo, alongside work by Harrison Birtwistle, Tristram Cary, 
Lawrence Casserley, Don Banks, Donald Henshilwood and 
Peter Zinovieff. The performance addressed the problem of a lack 
of visual focus for tape music playback, by incorporating lights, a 
film, a selection of slides, a piano improvisation played by Sutcliffe, 
as well as a computer printout of a poem included in the concert 
programme. At the projection of a slide of the moon, audience 
members were instructed to read out the computer composed text, 
based on a few words from Samuel Beckett’s play Waiting for Godot. 

In 1946 English Electric took over the Marconi Company, 
and in 1963 English Electric and J. Lyons and Co. merged 
to form English Electric LEO Company, which manufactured 
the LEO Computer developed by Lyons. English Electric took 
over Lyons’ half-stake in 1964, and merged it with Marconi’s 
computer interests to form English Electric Leo Marconi. 
A further merger with Elliott Automation and International 
Computers and Tabulators, formed International Computers 
Limited (ICL) in 1968, with the company operational until 2002.

Taking leave from ICL in 1969, Sutcliffe travelled to the USA on a 
fact finding mission, and amongst a number of stops, he visited 
the Computer Music Studio at the University of Illinois, and Bell 
Labs in New Jersey where he met Ken Knowlton. He became a 
director of EMS in 1973, and carried on working with Zinovieff 
until 1979 when the company folded. With System Simulation 
Limited he developed computer animated sequences for the 
feature film Alien (1979), and he remained with the Computer Arts 
Society through to the mid-1980s when the organisation wound 
down. It was regenerated in 2003, and right up until his death he 
continued his close involvement, editing the CAS bulletin PAGE.
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